International Supply
Chain Management
Focused on Faster
European Material Storage, Staging, & Logistics

Features of utilizing Singota's International
SCM services include:
Cost Savings - Material will be identified as "in transit" and
therefore not subject to taxes while being stored in the open
bonded warehouse. Additional savings of Value Added Tax
(VAT) in EU countries can be applied in some cases.
Risk Mitigation - Clients can reduce risk and save valuable
time by eliminating the need to ship materials to the US to
be returned oversees when needed.
Logistics Support - Expertise in managing transport and
clearance in the EU.
Streamlined Communication - Clients have a dedicated
project manager at Singota to ensure operations are
completed on time and as requested. In addition, clients
utilizing any of Singota's SCM services can seamlessly
monitor and manage their materials at any time using
Singota's web-based E-Transparency® system.

Clients can take advantage of Singota's designated
European depot for International storage and
sampling/dispensing services. Clients of Singota can
store materials in our approved partner's open bonded
warehouse in Switzerland at storage conditions including
15-25°C, 2-8°C, -20°C, or -80°C. In addition to storage
and shipping, services are available to aliquot specified
weights or volumes of materials into appropriate
containers for testing or manufacturing purposes.

Example scenario when utilizing Singota's International Supply Chain Management services:
Situation
Client has bulk API manufacturer
in China and needs a smaller
amount aliquoted and sent to DP
manufacturer in Spain.

Solution
Client ships and stores bulk API at
Singota's European depot. Client
then requests amount to be
aliquoted to DP manufacturer
through Singota's secure ETransparency website.

Results
Reduced risk to materials while the
client saves time and cost by
paying VAT only on aliquoted
amount or not at all, if applicable.

Importer of Record (IOR)
Singota assists clients with International
supply chain services by providing importer
of record assistance.
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Request a call with our Business Development
team for more information on cost savings and
streamlining your process: 812.961.1700, then dial
4 when prompted for BD/Sales.
solutions@singota.com
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